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CTEK CT5 TIME TO GO charger scoops
Autobild Product of the Year Award
CTEK, the leading global brand in vehicle charging solutions, is celebrating after scooping a
prestigious Product of the Year Award from leading German car magazine, Autobild.
Autobild’s jury of experienced testers chose CTEK’s CT5 TIME TO GO charger as Product of the Year
in the workshop equipment category, saying: “The CT5 TIME TO GO is a reliable helper. It does its
job very well with simple operation and a wide range of functions.”
This success follows on from the CTEK CT5 TIME TO GO being named Test Award Winner in
Autobild’s independent charger test in September this year. Rated against products from another
seven brands, the CT5 TIME TO GO scored maximum points in the quality test stages while racking
up an impressive 428 out of 460 points overall across 23 different test stages covering build quality,
ease of use, functionality, performance and quality.
Gary Brown, Product Manager for CTEK said: ”We are really proud to have won this award from
Autobild. It is further testament to the unrivalled technology contained within the CT5 TIME TO GO,
as well as its safety and useability in meeting the needs of today’s motorists.
”Receiving this award is a lovely early Christmas present for all of us at CTEK! In fact, if you’re still
looking for that last minute Yuletide gift, the CT5 TIME TO GO is the perfect choice for the car lover
in your life, and there’s still time to order and get it in time for Christmas!”
The CTEK CT5 TIME TO GO charges, conditions and maintains all types of 12V lead-acid batteries
including maintenance free types and all chemistries including Wet, Calcium, GEL, AGM and EFB – the
last two types fitted to Start Stop vehicles. As with all CTEK products, the CT5 TIME TO GO is fully
automatic, foolproof to connect, spark proof and reverse-polarity protected for user safety, and
comes with a free 5 year manufacturer’s warranty.
For more information or to find the nearest stockist, visit www.ctek.com.
Ends
Notes to Editors
• Established in Dalarna, Sweden, CTEK is the leading global brand in battery charging solutions,
most specifically vehicle charging.
• CTEK offers products ranging from 12V and 24V battery chargers to charging solutions for
electrical vehicles. CTEK’s E-mobility solutions range from individual EV chargers to larger
corporate and commercial installations with multiple charging stations, that require load
balancing and integrate seamlessly with monitoring and payment equipment.
• CTEK’s products are sold via a carefully selected network of global distributors and retailers: as
original equipment; supplied to more than 50 of the world’s leading vehicle manufacturers; and
through charge point operators, property owners and other organisations/individuals providing
EV charging infrastructure.
• CTEK takes pride in its unique culture based on a passion for innovation and a deep commitment
to supporting the transition to a greener mobility, by adhering to industry leading ESG standards.
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